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Supplementary Note 1 -Simulated data
We built two genome sets, each constisting of ten microbial isolate genomes selected at random from the NCBI microbial genome database. The first genome set comprises genomic information from distinct genera, with the exception of the presence of two E. coli strains, see Supplementary Table S1 . Based 5 on this genome set, we generated two simulated community genomic datasets (metagenomic datasets): one where generated genome fragments had a one-fold coverage of the respective genomes and one with fragment abundances that followed a logarithmic rank abundance distribution of mixed microbial communities (Figure 3a) . These simulated datasets are refered to throughout this work as EqualSet01 and LogSet01, respectively. The other community is composed of ten organisms from three distinct gen-10 era (Supplementary Table S2 ). For this dataset, referred to as EqualSet02, we used a one-fold genome coverage and the rpoB-based phylogenetic relationships of the members of the microbial community in EqualSet02 are shown in Supplementary Figure S1 .
The abundances of the organisms as represented in the individual datasets are defined by the number of genomic fragments derived from the individual organisms' genomes. As such, high abundance organisms 15 are characterized by large numbers of fragments and vice versa for low abundance organisms. These three datasets served as ground truths to objectively asses the individual performances of our approach as well as the ESOM-based approach. In particular, the datasets were used to compare the individual performances in allowing discrimination between discrete sequence clusters and the individual required runtimes.
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Supplementary Note 2 -Human microbiome
In addition to the results in the main text, we report here more individual details on the analyses of the BH-SNE-based selections HM-Subset01 and HM-Subset02 ( Figure 5 ).
For HM-Subset01, around 94% of contigs (300/318) in this group exhibit significant alignments to Escherichia coli genomes as the top-hit or among the ten top-hits, with similar or marginally decreased 25 scores. 294 of these contigs had a query coverage > 95% while six of these contigs aligned with significant low E -values but with a query coverage of < 95% (Methods). Aligning all available contigs (9,911) against all currently available E.coli complete genomes revealed 301 contigs which resulted in significant alignments and a query coverage > 95%. Sensitivity, specificity, and precision were 97.67%, 99.75%, and 92.45%, respectively.
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For HM-Subset02, around 85% (276/323) of contigs report a significant top hit against Eggerthella lenta, with 21 contigs with a query coverage < 95%. Aligning all available contigs (9,911) against all currently available Eggerthella complete genomes revealed 275 contigs to report significant alignments and a query coverage > 95% (Methods). Sensitivity, specificity, and precision were 92.73%, 99.29%, and 78.95%, respectively.
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Supplementary Note 3 -Marine microbial community
For this environmental dataset, we focused on minimum sequence lengths of 1,500nt and 2,000nt. As described in the main text, the rationale for choosing a minimum contig length of 2,000nt is that smaller contig sizes lead to the emergence of a limited amount of discrete clusters (Supplementary Figure S12a) when compared to the other datasets which are reported in this work. In addition to the results for 40 this dataset, we report more individual details on the analyses of the BH-SNE-based selections for DSSubset01 and DS-Subset02 (Supplementary Figure S12b) . DS-Subset01 contained 125 contigs and only 13 reported significant alignments against the reference database. Out of these 13, 12 were reporting the top hit against Uncultured marine microorganism HF4000-related fosmid sequences from Konstantinidis et al.
1 . 78 contigs did not result in any hit to 45 available reference sequences in NCBI's Genbank non-redundant nucleotide database and the remaining 34 contigs either have an E -value or query coverage smaller than our thresholds. DS-Subset02, which consists of 322 contigs, includes 21 contigs with no significant hit and 112 contigs with either E -value or query coverage smaller than our thresholds (Online Methods). More than 50% (169) of all the contigs aligned to fosmid sequences of Uncultured Group I marine crenarchaea HF4000 50 from Konstantinidis et al.
1 . Other significant alignments were against Uncultured marine crenarchaeote sequences (9), Phakopsora pachyrhizi clone JGIAFNA-829C10 (7), Uncultured Alteromonas sp. AD1000-G12-6 (2), Candidatus Nitrosopumilus sp. AR2 (1), and Phakopsora pachyrhizi clone JGIAFNA-2193J23 (1), respectively.
Supplementary Note 4 -Two-component Expectation-Maximization Gaussian
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Mixture model-based clustering
The two-dimensional visualization of CLR-transformed oligonucleotide signatures using our BH-SNEbased approach reveals clusters that exhibit characteristics akin to two-dimensional Gaussian probability density functions. Motivated by this observation, we used Gaussian Mixtures models for cluster delineation. In particular, to capture an individual cluster, we postulate a two-component Gaussian Mixture 60 model, whereby one component represents the cluster of interest ("foreground"), and the other component captures everything else ("background"). We fit this two-component mixture model with the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm for Gaussian Mixture models 2 , whereby the mean of the "foreground" component is manually initialized by the user (by simply clicking on the scatterplot) and its covariance matrix is set to a small multiple of the identity matrix (i.e., spherical Gaussian). The "back-ground" component is initialized by the mean and the covariance matrix of all points in the scatterplot. The EM algorithm iteratively optimizes the means and covariance matrices of the two components, as well as the mixing weight (which reflects the relative abundance of the local cluster against all other points). Each step of EM is guaranteed to improve (or leave unchanged, if a local optimum has been reached) the likelihood of the two-dimensional points under the postulated two-component mixture model. Note 70 that the above procedure is semi-automatic, as it involves an initialization by the user of some of the parameters (namely, the mean of the first component). It is known that automated clustering approaches can strongly benefit from human-augmented input 3, 4 , and it is the two-dimensional nature of the projected signatures that allows leveraging the innate capacity of the human eye-brain system for quick and accurate pattern recognition in two dimensions 5 .
Supplementary Figures
Supplementary Figure S1 : Phylogenetic tree based on rpoB for the simulated dataset of closely related organisms (EqualSet02). 
Supplementary Tables
Supplementary Table S1 : Characteristics of the isolate genomes for EqualSet01 and LogSet01. Figure S6 
